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CORPORATE DELIVERIES
Cars in Camera have extensive
experience in corporate vehicle delivery and
enjoy an enviable reputation in providing an
efficient, professional service. Reliability is key
for our clients who benefit from our
infrastructure and latest mobile-worker
software, used for digitised inspection and
proof of delivery with image.

COVERED TRANSPORT
Enclosed transport is essential for the discreet
and secure transportation of high value,
classic, vintage and confidential vehicles.

We appreciate that upon delivery or
collection of a corporate vehicle, our drivers
are an extension of our client’s business, so
we protect their reputation by being
professional at all times.

Cars in Camera use wide-ranging
experience to allocate the most suitable
transporter from our fleet to meet your brief.
Whether you are moving several vehicles or
just the one, or you have specific technical
requirements, we will develop the most
suitable bespoke package for you.

FILM AND PROMOTION
Cars in Camera work in partnership with
manufacturers, film production companies
and agencies by delivering vehicles to be
used in photo shoots, film and television,
whether it’s for exterior or interior shots, or for
use in special effects. As part of our service,
we provide on-set technical support as and
when required.

We are known for our reliability, innovation
and insight within the industry, and pride
ourselves on the reputation we have built
over many years.

PRESS AND EVENTS
Vehicles are often used in promotional
events and exhibitions to add that
eye-catching factor that draws in the
crowds. Cars in Camera provide covered
transport, thereby allowing the client to focus
on other aspects of the event or promotion.
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